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YOKE WITH BOTTONS 

With 3 mm needles and cotton or wool of 170 metres in 50 grm. 

Cast on 50 sts, we knitting 6 rows (3 ridges) garter stitch.  

In the next row, we increased 1 sts at the beginning (kfb) and knitting 24 sts, turn - knit  and  

increased another stitch at the beginning as before, we follow and return 

Now we knitting 2 sts- yarn over and put a marker, we continue and return (knit the yarn over 

twisted so that the hole is not. 

And now we knit and make  yarn over before the marker for forming sleeve until we have 15 

stitch before the marker 

In the row of increase nº 16 when we turn bind of 10 sts and we continue knitting and 

increasing to 20 stitches in the sleeve. 

Now we knit 4 rows (2 ridges) whitout increasing. 

Now we knit  (right side) and before the marker knit 2 together (decrease of sleeve) do this 

until you have 15 stiches in the sleeve, stop pending these stitches. 

We return to standby stitch, we must knit for the right side of the work. 

Casto on 4 sts (that will be buttons placket) and 

 k27- kfb- k1 

k 28- kfb- k1 

“k29- put marker- yo- k2 (we knitting the yarn over twisted in wrong side)” 

In the next  row we make button hole: k2- yo- k2tog (and the every 8 rows (4 ridges) 

We do “……………….” Until you have 15 sts in the sleeve 

When we are in the round of the 16 increased, at the beginning we bind of 14 sts for neck and 

continue knitting with increases until you have 20 sts in the sleeve. 

We make 4 rows (2 ridges) without increasing 

And now we knitting, making k2tog after the marker until have 15 sts in the sleeve, at  the 

wrong side cast on 20 sts and we continue knitting the stitches that we had left waiting 

In the next row continue decreasing in sleeves as before until there are 50 sts on the needle 

We make 6 rows (3 ridges) and bind of. 


